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LEAVE THEM ALONE
Kidnapped Natascha
Kampusch slams Madeleine
McCann slurs against Kate
and Gerry and reveals ‘my
mum was accused of killing
me’
Like the McCanns, fingers were pointed at
Natascha’s parents during her disappearance

EXCLUSIVE

MOST POPULAR

PLAYING THE PRICE Katie Price 'doesn't
care what Peter Andre thinks' and is
determined to change Princess's surnam

By Nick Harding and Lauren Fruen
2nd May 2017, 7:57 am Updated: 2nd May 2017, 9:55 am

 
A KIDNAP victim held captive for eight years has expressed her
anger at Madeleine McCann conspiracy theories after seeing her
parents’ own agony at being accused of killing her.
Natascha Kampusch, who was snatched on her way home from
school, said it is “shocking” Kate and Gerry “have to cope with the
conspiracies in addition to the disappearance of their daughter”.

SHE SPEAKS! EastEnders barmaid Trace
FINALLY gets storyline after three decade
on show - and she has quite a history

EXCLUSIVE

CHER BEAR Cheryl and Liam Payne nam
their baby boy Bear after spending a wee
‘getting to know’ the newborn

GETTY IMAGES
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Natascha Kampusch, the ‘girl in the cellar’, survived being held
captive for eight years after being abducted as a child

GRIN AND BEAR IT Cheryl and Liam
Payne's fans share their shock after the
showbiz couple name their baby boy Bea

'MY OWN LITTLE RAY OF SUNSHINE'
GMB's Susanna Reid gets tearful as Laur
Tobin announces her pregnancy live on a
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COSTUME CONUNDRUM Countdown ho
Rachel Riley embarrassed as her blue mi

dress bursts open on TV

British detectives working on the Madeleine McCann case are
still pursuing ‘critical’ leads

CHILLING CHALLENGE The Blue Whale
'suicide game' is goading teens into takin
their own lives with fears it's reached Brit

REVEALED

HEN-DO HOTEL HORROR Brit who fell
100ft to her death from Benidorm balcon
may have jumped in fear for her life after
she…
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Natascha Kampusch, who was snatched on her way home from
school, said it is ‘shocking’ Kate and Gerry ‘have to cope with
the conspiracies in addition to the disappearance of their
daughter’

The ‘girl in the cellar’ – who managed to escape when she was 18
– said the stress of the accusations drove a wedge between her
parents.
Speaking exclusively to The Sun Online Natascha, now 29, said: “It
is shocking that Madeleine’s parents have to cope with
conspiracies in addition to the disappearance of their daughter.
“During my time in captivity my mother was accused of killing me
and burying me by a private detective and former family judge who
wrote a book. It was horrible for her.

MOST READ IN NEWS

'A TOTAL WAR' North Korea threatens 'fin
doom of US' after Trump sends superson
nuclear bombers over Korean peninsula

HEN-DO HOTEL
HORROR Brit who
fell 100ft to her
death from
Benidorm balcony
may have jumped
in fear for her life
after she 'locked
herself in lads'

'A TOTAL WAR'
North Korea
threatens 'final
doom of US' after
Trump sends
supersonic nuclear
bombers over
Korean peninsula

FLIGHT CLUB
Shocking moment
'drunk' man brawls
with fellow
passenger on a
plane as a hostess
desperately tries to
break them up

FLIGHT CLUB Shocking moment 'drunk'
man brawls with fellow passenger on a
plane as a hostess desperately tries to
break
them… 'YOU DON'T KNOW
KIM'S NUKE
NAVY
Satellite images
‘show North Korea
is poised to test
submarine
missiles capable
of hitting the US'

YOUR FIGURES!'
Excruciating
moment Diane
Abbott squirms as
she is made to
listen to her carcrash interview
where she

“She lost her child and then was accused of killing me. She was
very angry about it and sued the person.”
The stress drove a wedge between her parents, who were
separated before Natascha was kidnapped and divorced during her
captivity.
She revealed: “My father believed the conspiracies and thought my
mother had killed me.

KIM'S NUKE NAVY Satellite images ‘show
North Korea is poised to test submarine
missiles capable of hitting the US'

“He thought I was dead but my mother never gave up hope. She
had a shrine in her house with pictures of me and candles and
rosary beads. If you lose your child you will believe in anything to
get her back.”
She too has been dogged by conspiracy theories that say she was
complicit in her own kidnap and that she is protecting others
involved, despite three official investigations that have all
concluded her abductor acted alone.
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'MAKES ME SICK TO THE STOMACH'
fans sickened as terrified Bethany Platt
continues to be abused by Nathan

THE EYES HAVE IT This woman's mugsh
has gone viral for a VERY creepy reason

Gerry and Kate McCann say 'there is still hope that we can find
Madeleine'

Just last week, a top British cop said Kate and Gerry McCann had
been RULED OUT as suspects in their little girl's disappearance.

DEAR DEIDRE I had a threesome with my

Metropolitan Police Assistant Commissioner Mark Rowley made
the comment as he revealed that police could be closer to finding
out what really happened to Maddie when she disappeared a
decade ago.

partner and her best pal - but we're still
having sex

Natascha was snatched from the streets of Vienna in Austria on
her way home from school in March 1998 when she was ten.
She was beaten, abused and kept as a slave in a house in
Strasshof, a suburb of Vienna.
Much of her time in captivity was spent in a cellar built by her
kidnapper, weird loner Wolfgang Priklopil.
Natascha managed to escape when she was 18 and her abductor
killed himself by jumping in front of a train on the same day.
The survivor's plea for people to be more supportive of the
McCanns comes ahead of the 10th anniversary of Maddie’s
disappearance.

SHUT-EYE IN THE SKY Virgin reveals how
flight attendants really sleep on planes w
these behind-the-scenes photographs

JUST PUBLISHED

And she says Kate and Gerry should never give up hope that their
daughter will be found alive and must remain strong for her.
She said if Maddie is being held captive somewhere, to survive she
has to focus on her ambitions.

'NOT FIT TO BE PM' Jeremy Corbyn's alli
to try and ban his most vocal critic from
standing for re-election as Labour MP
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Natascha was just 10-years-old when twisted loner Wolfgang
Přiklopil pounced as she walked to school in 1998
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LEAF IT ALONE Pensioner ‘devastated’
after council hack down small tree plante
in spot he proposed to his late wife

HEARTACHE FOR STAR Ex-I'm a Celeb s

George Shelley's younger sister in intens
care after being hit by a car

LIKE IT WAS YESTERDAY Colourised
images reveal what life was like for Frenc
soldiers in the trenches of World War One
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Like the McCanns, fingers were pointed at Natascha’s parents
during her disappearance

BATTLE FOR FRANCE Who is being back
to become the next French President and
when is the decisive second round?

But Natascha has warned that if Madeleine is ever found,
readjustment to normal family life will hard for both her and her
parents.
“After I escaped, it was not easy,” she says. “My parents were
expecting the little girl they lost but I was an adult when I came
back. Eight years is a long time, people change and my place in the
family had changed, the bonds between me and my sisters had
changed. I had grown into a different person and my parents hadn’t
been there to see that.
“My parents were not strangers, but it was strange to have
conversations with them. The pain and shock of what they had
been through had changed them. We had different opinions on
things and it was culture clash. We had to find a way to reestablish our relationship.”

EUROPEAN DISUNION Thousands of
Europeans clashed with police on the
continent’s streets during May Day riots

Natascha explains that the secret to her survival was to believe
that one day she would be able to lead a normal life again. She
says that if Maddie is being kept against her will, this is what she
must do too.
She said: “I knew I had a life which was worth living. I had so much
I wanted to do, I never lost sight of my ambitions to have an
education and to be an actress, I never gave up. The most
important thing is to stay strong.”

UNION BACK Window fitter finds one of
last Union flags from Battle of Waterloo i
shoe box that could be worth over £300k
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'CALL THE POLICE!' Shocking moment
cyclist shouts for help as gang of youths
kick him in head and steal £1,500 bike

AC Mark Rowley says there are 'significant leads' in Madeleine
McCann enquiry
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Kidnap victim Natascha Kampusch who endured eight years of
hell after being snatched off the street has urged the McCanns
to “never give up hope”

Natascha’s chance for freedom finally came on August 23, 2006,
just a few months before Madeleine went missing.
After several years inside, she was allowed outside the house to
work for Priklopil in his garden as his personal slave.
He regularly starved her to control her, and just before she escaped
she had been ordered to make him a jam sandwich but had been
denied any food herself.
She was told to clean his car and as she was hoovering it, he
stepped away to take a phone call. She ran.

Since then life has not been easy. Her new book, 10 Years of
Freedom, documents the difficulties she has faced since her
escape.

!
Natascha Kampusch, Austrian abducted at age 10, tells GMB of
her captivity and life since escape

In a Facebook post issued last week to mark the tenth anniversary
of Madeleine’s disappearance Kate McCann mentioned Natascha’s
case.
She wrote: “I remember when Madeleine first disappeared I
couldn’t even begin to consider anything in terms of years. Shawn
Hornbeck abducted and kept hidden for over four years, Natascha
Kampsuch for over eight years. I couldn’t go there. And now here
we are… Madeleine, our Madeleine – ten years.”
Natascha cautions against using her story as proof that Madeleine
will be found.
“I don’t know if it always helps the parents,” she admits. “I want
them to hope but my escape is not a solution for them, it depends
on the kidnapper or the circumstances.
"It is not fair to say something and for the parents to be
disappointed. But sometimes good things do happen and you
should never give up hope and always stay strong.”
10 Years of Freedom by Natascha Kampusch is available
from www.10yearsoffreedom.com
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